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Locked Away - 
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And One Will Live
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A death game is about to begin in an enclosed space
�lled with hunger and fear.

Series total 3.5 million downloads!

Complete live-action adaptation of 

the blockbuster e-comic.

What is Kodoku?What is Kodoku?

STORYSTORY

Kodoku is an ancient magic to create the most poisonous insect by trapping centipedes, spiders
and other poisonous insects in a pot and letting them kill each other until only one survives.
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Seven young adults awake inside a deserted building. With no memory of how 
they came to be there, they search the premises only to discover all exits 
blocked and surveillance cameras everywhere. �ere appears to be no way out. 
However, in a room they discover a large pot and a meat clever. Beside it stands 
a large timer that slowly counts down.
As they attempt to �gure out the meaning behind the items, one of the men 
asks if they have heard of the urban legend “Kodoku.” He explains that a group 
of people – nicknamed “Dokumushi,” or toxic insects – must kill each other 
down to the last person before an allotted time expires, in their case, seven 
days. If more than one survives then all are killed.
With the timer drawing closer to zero, hunger takes its toll on the group. Tem-
pers �are and passions come to the fore. As the group divides itself, the game 
of survival is afoot. But do they have what it takes to �ght to the last man and 
survive the challenge?
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Winner Takes All – Losers Take Death
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